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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the coupling mechanism between power system information flow and energy flow. Based on the analysis of power grid cyber physical system (GCPS), a formal modeling and verification method is proposed. By decomposing GCPS into power and load subsystems, the behavior and state modes are expressed mathematically, and network structure diagrams are constructed. By analyzing the logical and functional connection between information and physical system objects, we proposed the networking rules to construct the GCPS architecture. Verification tool SPIN is applied in formal verification for key features of GCPS, ensuring the logical correctness of modelling topology. The IEEE 9-Bus system is used as a test case in the simulation of the proposed formal modeling and verification methods.

INTRODUCTION
The Cyber-physical System (CPS) is generally regarded as the coupling mechanism of primary and secondary systems in the power grid. As one of the most typical application scenarios, the smart grid is highly integrated with advanced measurement systems, intelligent electronic devices and flexible control technologies. Through the deep integration and real-time interaction between cyber and physical space, a new solution is provided for the safe operation of power grid.

In the situation that power systems are increasingly dependent on information feedback and decision-making, anomalies in information flow may cause chain reactions in the physical world [1-3]. It is urgent and necessary to analyse the deep correlation between information flow and physical flow as well as the fusion mechanism between information system and physical system.

Key technologies in the field of Grid Cyber-Physical System (GCPS) include: cyber-physical coupling analysis, system modelling, system control and formal verification [4]. The construction of fusion model for information system and physical system is regarded as the basic scientific problem of GCPS and the basis of other related application researches, as it portrays the information-physical interactions in the power system. The generator and load dynamic models are established considering the coupling of the information system and the physical system [5]. The modelling method of information network and power network based on dynamic system and graph theory is proposed in [6]. The impact of network attack on physical system is analysed, using improved IEEE-13 node system as the case. Based on the discussion of GCPS fusion architecture, static and dynamic analysis models are established in [7], providing the analysis of grid reliability and safety. Considering the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of information and physical systems, an energy Internet model based on cyber-physical fusion mechanism is proposed in [8]. Complex network theory is used for the modelling of GCPS in [9-10], analysing the application of actual power outage event. Based on the CPS modelling framework of heterogeneous entities, a collaborative modelling method considering the structure and dynamic behaviour of CPS systems is proposed in [11]. The complexity of power system equipment and the correlation between information flow and energy flow are the two main challenges for GCPS modeling. The interactive topology of the cyber-physical interaction process and the information-energy flow correlation are the two coupled system operational elements. The existing GCPS research fails to deeply analyse the cyber-physical interaction characteristics of GCPS operation. It is difficult to completely describe the essential characteristics of GCPS and the dynamic interaction between discrete states and continuous processes. There exists an overall lack of a complete framework and research method.

This paper focuses on the coupling mechanism of power system information flow and energy flow. Based on the logical structure of grid cyber-physical system (GCPS), a formal modeling and verification method is proposed. The set theory describes the cyber-physical interaction features of GCPS model and its subsystems, providing a unified mathematical description for information and physical systems with different structures. By analyzing the logical and functional connection between information objects and physical objects, GCPS is decomposed into power subsystem and load subsystem, expressing information-physical interaction formal characteristics. The network structure diagram of subsystem achieves the coupling and interconnection of GCPS subsystems, building a complete GCPS architecture. Verification tools such as SPIN are used to formally define and verify the key features of GCPS topology, ensuring logical correctness of the theory. The IEEE 9-Bus system is used as a test case to analyze the proposed modeling and verification methods.

ANALYSIS OF GCPS CHARACTERISTICS
A typical feature of CPS is the deep integration of computation, communication, and control. Autonomous adaptation to changes in the physical environment can be achieved through sensing and control functions. The GCPS characteristics are reflected in the tight coupling and strong correlation between primary system and secondary system [11]: Energy flow is transmitted to the load through power plant, substation, transmission line, etc. Secondary system collects the state data of primary system through information equipment. System control, protection and
Monitoring are realized through post-processing and analysis. The cyber-physical coupling architecture of GCPS is constructed as follows:

1) Physical side → Information side: The information system obtains various types of numerical information and topology data of the primary system through sensors, and transmits them to the control center of secondary system with communication network.

2) Information side → Physical side: The control center generates control commands according to the multi-level processed status data. The controller acts on the physical system by means of changing operating state or operating parameters of equipment to adjust energy flow distribution of the power grid.

GCPS is a large nonlinear system composed of many interconnecting subsystems. To analyze the correlation between signal and energy in the system, basic units with similar information-physical coupling characteristics is defined as GCPS subsystems. In addition to the physical objects used to implement specific functions, there also exists a corresponding set of sensors and controllers in the GCPS subsystem to achieve data upload, command release, and interaction tasks with other subsystems.

**GCPS model description**

According to the idea of system decomposition, the GCPS model is established by means of "model + rules". The macroscopic mathematical description of the whole GCPS is carried out using set theory. The basic characteristics of the GCPS subsystem can be expressed from three aspects: network structure, behavior pattern and state mode. According to the subsystem interconnection rules, the logical and functional connections of the GCPS subsystem are realized, and the complete GCPS macro-micro architecture is constructed.

**Mathematical model for GCPS and subsystems**

The system is a unity formed by several interacting parts. The general formalization of the GCPS system according to set theory is described as defining a relationship (subset) \( S \) on the non-empty set \( \times \{ V_i; i \in I \} \):

\[
S \subset \times \{ V_i; i \in I \}
\]

which is the direct product of each set in \( \{ V_i \} \); \( I \) is the index set; \( V_i \) is the component object of the system.

Thus, an effective solution is proposed for simultaneously expressing discrete structures and continuous systems. GCPS is defined as a relationship between finite sets by merging the objects in the GCPS system into several sets according to their properties and interactions:

\[
Sys \subset CC \times S \times C \times O
\]

Sys represents the system. CC represents the control center. S is the sensor set. C is the controller set, and O is the physical device object set. The sets are interconnected through the physical distribution network and the cyber communication network. If \( cc \in CC, s \in S, c \in C, o \in O \), \( (cc, s, c, o) \in Sys \).

According to the logical structure of GCPS, the power subsystem and the load subsystem are represented by Power = \((cc_p, s_p, c_p, o_p)\) and Load = \((cc_l, s_l, c_l, o_l)\). The network structure diagram is constructed as shown in Fig. 1. The network structure diagram clearly expresses the connection between the information object and the physical object in the GCPS subsystem, providing a unified and clear expression for the complex relationships within the system.

**GCPS subsystem interconnection rules**

In order to couple a large number of subsystems with auxiliary equipment to form a complete GCPS architecture, the subsystem connection rules of the GCPS vertical aggregation and horizontal interconnection are established. According to the logical connection between the electrical connection of the physical system and the information system, the coupling function and logic of GCPS network architecture are established step by step.

Note that \( cc, s, c \) in the subsystem \((cc, s, c, o) \in S \) are logical nodes, and \( o \) is a functional node. The specific
description of the interconnection rules is as follows:
1) Horizontal interconnection: The logical nodes \(cc, s, c\) together with the function node \(o\) realize data acquisition, monitoring and control through signal transmission. The logical nodes are associated according to the required feature functions. The electrical connections are realized between functional nodes.
2) Vertical aggregation: According to the role and status of GCPS subsystems in the entire power system, regional interconnection is realized. Auxiliary equipment is integrated into regional GCPS interconnection to construct a complete GCPS network architecture. Traditional power systems use electrical or geographic wiring diagrams to describe the electrical constraints of the physical system. On the basis of not changing the wiring of physical system, the GCPS network structure diagram integrates information devices such as control centers, sensors, controllers, etc., and interconnects all devices according to subsystem interconnection rules, which can reflect information flow, energy flow and information-physical coupling relationship at the same time.

**FORMAL METHODS FOR GCPS**

**Formal modeling and verification process**

The application of the formal method in GCPS is embodied in the modeling and verification of the key attributes and features contained in the process of merging the physical system and the information system using mathematical methods and logical processes. In order to combine the realization of engineering technology with universal mathematical theory, a more specific and practical verification theory is proposed, and used as the tool to guide related research and application in engineering field.

The implementation of a formal method is generally composed of three parts: a framework for system modeling, a specification language for describing the characteristics for verification, and a verification method determining whether the system description satisfies the specification. In the formal modeling process, the system description is a set of logical formulas \(\Gamma\), and the specification \(\Phi\) is another formula. The verification method is an attempt to find the proof of \(\Gamma \vdash \Phi\), that is, the requirements of the specification are satisfied for all models. The specification may describe a single feature of the system, or it may describe its full nature. The verification focuses on certain specific attributes such as security or reliability, and is mostly a verification of core attributes.

There are two main methods for formal verification: theorem proving and model checking. Theorem proving is a proof process that uses the inference rules to gradually derive desired characteristics from the axiom system. It uses structured derivation to process systems with infinite state spaces. Model checking uses state space search to automatically verify whether a finite state system satisfies specifications.

When the property is not satisfied, the search aborts and returns a counterexample. The verification result gives feedback on system design and provides direction for the correction. In this paper, the key attributes of GCPS are verified by software detection tool SPIN, aiming at the automation of model detection. The Non-Deterministic Finite Automata (NDFA) provided by SPIN’s modeling language Promela makes it easy to model the operational uncertainty of the system.

**Formal verification of GCPS**

Using formal theory to model and verify GCPS involves two procedures:
1) Accurately describe the features of topology analysis using well-defined mathematical definitions;
2) Based on the established formal specifications, analyze and prove relevant attributes.

Direct extraction of the topology analysis logic will cause explosion of state space in the verification process. It is necessary to extract the key attributes during the formal verification process. The electrical device is selected as the minimal description unit. For any electrical device \(o\), the topology analysis state is defined as reachable and unreachable, represented by \(o\) and \(\neg o\).

Topology analysis is a process of traversing iterative model analysis. "Device \(o\) is reachable in kth topological analysis but unreachable in \((k+1)\)th topological analysis" is regarded as a basic attribute, which is necessary to be clearly expressed.

By adding integer \([N]\) to state quantities, the state of the device during the iteration is specified.

\(o[k]: \) After the \(k\)th topology analysis process, the state of device \(o\) is reachable;
\(\neg o[k + 1]: \) After the \((k+1)\)th topology analysis process, the state of device \(o\) is unreachable.

The logical formula \(\Gamma\) is the key of formal modeling. The core logic describing the conversion of state quantities in power systems is the basis for application of formal theory. The key attributes defined include:

**a) Observability:** Each physical device can be connected to the control center via an upstream communication line through sensors, that is, the device can be measured. For any device \(o\), note that:
\(o\): Device \(o\) is observable;
\(\neg o\): Device \(o\) is unobservable.

The child node set of the parent node of \(o\) is represented as \(o^c_0, o^c_1, ..., o^c_m\).

After a bottom-up traversal searching, \(o\) is denoted as \(o[1]\). After a following top-down traversal searching, \(o[1]\) is updated to \(o[2]\).

After \(k\) traversal processes, \(o\) is converted to \(o[k]\).

According to the definition of distribution network states, the state transition logic theorem applicable for formal reasoning is expressed as:

**Rule-A:** If all child nodes of node \(o\) are observable, node \(o\) is observable, expressed as:
∀x ∈ o(x) → [] o

Rule-B: o is an observable point regardless of the way makes it observable:
 o ∨ o[1] ∨ ... ∨ o[k] → [] o

Rule-C: o is an observable point regardless of the operation performed on o:
 [ ] o → o ∧ o[1] ∧ ... ∧ o[k]

Rule-D: The parent node of o is observable, and there are
no unobservable points in the child node set of the parent
node except o, then o can be observed:
 [ ] o → o ∧ o[1] ∧ ... ∧ o[k]

Rule-E: If the state of a device changed from unobservable
to observable, there are two possibilities: all child nodes
become observable, or the root node is observable and all
other child nodes except the device itself are observable.
(¬o[k] ∧ o[1] ∧ ... ∧ o[n]) ∨ (¬o[k] ∧ o'[k] ∧
a' [k] ∧ ... ∧ a'[k]) → o[k + 1]

b) Controllability: Each physical device can be controlled
by the control center via a downlink communication link
through controllers, that is, the device can be controlled.
∀i, a_i ∈ O, → ∃c_i ∈ C, c_i ∈ σ^P ∧ (c_i, o_i)

c) Open-loop Operation Feature: There exists the only
one root node.

For any device o, define its parent node as o^P. A set with
N child nodes of o can be characterized as: o_2(n) =
{o_2(1), o_2(2), ..., o_2(n)}

According to the operation characteristics of distribution
network, the open-loop operation features are defined as:
Axiom-A: Let P be the root node of a radial network, then
P^P = ∅.

The power system is an industrial application system and
must be finite in nature:
Axiom-B: For any grid, there must be a device o_i, such that
o_o = ∅.

d) Regional Closed-loop Feature: For the regional
structure of {s_i, c_i, o_i}, there exists a regional closed loop
of [(c_i, o_i), (o_i, s_i), (s_i, c_i)]. Under the circumstance of
regional network, physical devices are controllable,
ablessible, and information flow channels are connected.
The formal expression is as follows:
∀i, s_i ∈ S, c_i ∈ C, o_i ∈ O, → ∃[(c_i, o_i), (o_i, s_i), (s_i, c_i)]

CASE ANALYSIS

The IEEE 9-Bus system is used as the test case in the
simulation of the proposed GCPS formal modeling and
verification method. The GCPS model and interconnection
structure are constructed, and simulation is carried out in
following steps. The system includes generator nodes
G_1, G_2, G_3, load nodes L_1, L_2, L_3, transformers T_1, T_2, T_3,
and associated buses B_1, B_2, B_3.

With the transformer and busbar as the auxiliary objects,
the IEEE 9-Bus GCPS is described as Sys ⊂ CC × S × C × O.
O = [G_1, G_2, G_3, L_1, L_2, L_3] represents the 3 generators
and 3 loads respectively. CC = [c_c] is the control center. S =
{s_1, s_2, ..., s_6} is the set of sensors. C = {c_1, c_2, ..., c_6} is the
set of controllers.

Elements are grouped and labeled with physical and
logical connections to establish power and load subsystem
diagrams. All devices in the subsystem are interconnected
to form a GCPS architecture, as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.
The electrical topology diagram and subsystem structure
diagram describes the coupling and logical connection
between the information flow and energy flow, providing
a concise expression of the interconnection between
information devices and physical devices in GCPS. The
GCPS architecture diagram effectively integrates the
information network with the physical network, building
the foundation for simulation and analysis of GCPS.

The steps for the formal verification of the constructed
IEEE 9-Bus system GCPS architecture are as follows:
a) Describe the subsystems associated with attributes to
be verified using the Promela language identified by the SPIN
verification tool;
b) Express the features as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL);
c) Perform verification with the verification tool SPIN.

In order to ensure the completeness of verification state
space, the measurement data of each node and the nodes
for state transition are randomly generated. The criterion
of verification is that the observable area generated by
top-down traversal process is larger than or equal to the
observable area of random traversal process.

The verification interface is shown in Fig 4.

The box on the left side of Fig.4 shows the Promela input
code describing the model. The LTL formula input box on
the upper right corner is the logic that needs to be verified.
The box on the right shows the verification results of SPIN, as shown in Fig.5.
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